
Scratch Lesson - Olympic  Torch

In this introductory lesson, we will be placing the Olympic Torch on a table. This is usually 

the start of the Olympic Games.

The coding that we’ll cover in this lesson is as follows:

1) We’ll learn how to create basic movement for our sprite.
2) We’ll learn how to switch backdrops.
3) We’ll learn how to play a sound.

STEP 1:

Let’s Get Started!

STEP 2:

Step 1 of our journey is importing the template provided called - Olympic Torch. 

Now let’s get comfortable with the assets.

You’ll see that there’s already the following assets included in the template:

• A Sprite (character).
• A button.
• 2 Backdrops (backgrounds).

By the way, an asset is a resource or material.

Alright, let’s start coding! Let’s first start out with our movement controls for our sprite. To 
add coding to our Sprite, we need to click on “Jordyn” on the right side of our screen. After 
we’ve done that, we can start putting our code together! 

Add the following code:

Let’s first tell our code to run when we click the 
[green flag] button.

Then we add a motion command and input “-190” 
for x and “-40” for y. This controls where our Sprite 

will start.

After that, we will add a Looks command, we are 
using the “switch costume to” command and we 

select “Jordyn A”.

Under that we add a motion command of “if on edge, bounce” and “point in 
direction”, we set this to “90”. 

We’re just making sure that we don’t lose our Sprite if we go o� the screen.



Continuing, we will add our movement controls and attach it to our last code:

STEP 2 Continued:

} Code we’ve already done.

We wrap the below code in a “forever” command.

We add a “if---then” control and place sensing 
command. We select “right arrow” from the 

drop down menu.

Below that, we add a motion command of 
change x by (number). We input “5”. This 

controls how fast our sprite moves, as well as 
what direction it moves in.

We will then do the same for our next line of 
code, but we’ll change the key to “left-arrow” 

and change the x value to “-5” this time. 

This will allows us to move both left & right.

The last “if---then” command is what we will use to tell our button to show. 

We first start by adding a “if---then” command and we will place a Sensing command of 
“color (rgb) is touching (rgb)? then”. 

The first colour will use is the sock of our sprite, the second colour is of the small red-ish 
dot on the backdrop next to the table. The colour codes for these are below:

Attached to our previous command, we will 
add a “broadcast” command and set it to 

“touching”.

Then under all of that, we will attach a “stop” 
and set it to “this script”.



STEP 2 Explained:

Let’s see what we did in the previous step:

 1) We used a “when [green flag] button clicked” execute the following code.
 2) We told our Sprite that it’s starting position must be x: -190 & y: -40.
 3) We then set our costume for our sprite to “jordyn-a”.
 4) We also told our code that if our sprite is touching the edge of the screen, that it  
 must bounce instead of going completely o� our screen, we also added a “point in  
 direction” command and set it to 90. We did this because sometimes when a sprite  
 “bounces” it changes direction.
 5) We then added a “forever” command.
 6) In our forever command we added the following:
  •  A “if---then” command and we placed a control command of “key---right  
      arrow---pressed? then:
  •  Under our key command, we placed a motion command of ”change x by   
      (value)” and we put “5” into the value section.
 7) We then did the same for our next key command, but we just changed the key to  
      “left-arrow” and the value to “-5”.
 8) Still with-in the “forever” command we placed another “forever---if---then”   
      command, we added a Sensing command of “color (rgb) is touching (rgb)? The  
      colours we used was of the sock (from our sprite) and the little red-ish dot on our  
                 backdrop.
 9) We attached a ”broadcast” command and changed the value to “touching”.
 10) Lastly we added a “stop---” command and changed it to “this script”.

The bottom section where we have the colours is to tell our button to show.

The last part of step 2 simply controls the costume change for our sprite, and also tells our 
code to stop running.

STEP 2 Continued:
Our last code we need to add to our sprite will be activated when we click the button. We’ll 
set the buttons code up in step 4.

We will start with a broadcast receive 
command of “switch”

Then we’ll add a “switch costume to” 
command and select “jordyn-d”.

Attached to that we’ll add a “stop” 
command and set it to “other scripts in 

sprite”.



Next we will setup our buttons code, this allows us to add the torch to the table using a very 
simple method:

STEP 4:

First, we tell our buttons 
code to hide.

Next, we tell it to show when 
it receives the broadcast 
message of “touching”. 

This is when our sprite’s sock 
touches the redish colour on 

the backdrop.

After that, we will add the final piece to the puzzle:

This will initiate the code after we press the 
button.

This is where our previous codes broadcast 
message comes from.

This will switch the backdrop to one where the 
table has the torch on it.

Then we add a “play 
sound” command and 

set it to “Cheer”.And we’re finished! :)

STEP 3:
Let’s move onto our backdrop, we just need to put in two lines of code:

Tells our code when to start.

Switches backdrop to our 
initial backdrop “table”.
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